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Introduction
Stanley Fish introduces Doing What Comes Naturally1 by warning the reader that the
essays, though ostensibly on a variety of topics, all say the same thing. Much the same
can be said of this book. Each essay, in its own way, hammers home the point that our
Western conceptual scheme, at its most basic level, is in the process of change.
The term ‘postmodernity’ is now in vogue, and I have taken the risk of using it in
the title. It is a risk because French (and some other Continental) thinkers have
effectively appropriated it to refer to current work in literary criticism, feminist
thought, ‘metapsychology.1 Despite the modifier ’Anglo-American,‘ my writings are
sure to be associated by some with these trendy moves. I state here and now that I
have nothing to do with the Lyotardians, Derridians, De Mannians. Would that they
had found a different term, for imagination fails me as I hunt for an alternative, and as
the essays following demonstrate, I am not as imaginative as these literary folk.
The reason I persist nonetheless in using the term is that we so badly need it on this
side of the Atlantic and English Channel. As I say, drastic changes have occurred in
some of the most basic concepts expressed in English. I concentrate here on changes
in three areas, designated by the philosophical names attached to each: epistemology,
philosophy of language, and metaphysics. My contention is that in the last fifty years
whole clusters of terms in each of these domains have taken on new uses, and these
changes have radical consequences for all areas of academia and presumably for the
living of life as well. The following essays trace these consequences only in the three
areas with which I am most familiar: ethics, philosophy of science, and philosophy of
religion (with a concentration in Christian thought).
The purpose of this book, then, is to attempt to appropriate the term ‘postmodern,’
to describe emerging patterns in Anglo-American thought and to indicate their radical
break from the thought patterns of Enlightened modernity. A deeper concern than that
of terminology can be expressed as follows: I hope to induce a gestalt switch in the
reader’s perception of recent (Anglo-American) intellectual history. If now the reader
sees continuity or gradual change from Carl Hempel to Karl Popper to Thomas Kuhn;
from C. I. Lewis or Rudolf Carnap to W.V.O. Quine; from Gottlob Frege to J. L.
Austin and Ludwig Wittgenstein (and ‘back’ to Michael Dummett and Saul Kripke), I
hope to make radical discontinuity appear. I make the bold claim, already implicit in
the term ‘postmodern,’ that the discontinuity will sooner or later be recognized by
historians to be of equal magnitude as that between Descartes and his Jesuit teachers.
My own gestalt switch came about serendipitously. My husband and colleague,
James McClendon, and I were invited to a conference on “the church in a postmodern
world” (sponsored by the Trinity Institute of Manhattan in 1987). The speakers
included George Lindbeck, historical theologian at Yale; Diogenes Allen, philosopher
at Princeton Theological Seminary; and Robert Bellah, sociologist at the University of
California, Berkeley. We asked ourselves the following question: if these speakers
represent postmodernity, then what is the substance of their differences from modern
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predecessors? Our sense was that the nature of the questions, the very terms of the
arguments, had indeed shifted and that a handful of philosophers could be credited
with the change. In epistemology and philosophy of science, there was the rejection of
foundationalism in favor of the holist views of the likes of Quine and Kuhn. In
philosophy of language, there was the shift from theories of meaning based on
reference or representation to a focus on the social uses of language, found especially
in the works of Austin and Wittgenstein. In ethics, the shift was the rejection of
modern ‘generic’ individualism in favor of Alasdair MacIntyre’s more complex theory
of the priority of the social. I argue that there has been a similar revision of views of
the relation of parts and wholes reflected in science and other branches of philosophy
and thus that a metaphysical shift has occurred—the rejection of modern atomismreductionism in all its forms.
I just said that the arguments have shifted. By this I mean to recognize that modern
thought was never monolithic. Rather, typical arguments, for example, between
‘mainline’ epistemologists and their skeptical opponents (including some
contemporary deconstructionists!), tend to presuppose the same basic theory of
knowledge—foundationalism. Thus, McClendon pointed out that modern
epistemologists could be thought of as falling along a spectrum or axis, with radical
skeptics (disappointed foundationalists) at one end and optimistic foundationalists at
the other. In philosophy of language, if language ordinarily gets its meaning from what
it represents in the world, then some account has to be given of nonfactual forms of
discourse such as ethics, aesthetics, and religion. The modern answer has generally
been some form of expressivist theory, such as that of the emotivists in ethics. So here
we have not so much a spectrum of views but correlative theories of language, both
assuming that normative meaning must be referential. Again, the individualists in the
modern period have always heard from a minority of theorists who favored the social
group as a focus of analysis; however, modern forms of holism have tended to assume
the same generic view of the individual as their reductionist opponents—the view that
individuals are all alike for the purposes of social, political, and ethical theory.
So great was the temptation to stop with these three axes, forming a ‘Cartesian
coordinate system’ for locating modern ‘positions,’ that we have not added other
relevant ‘dimensions’ to our analysis. The foregoing model allowed us to define as
postmodern thinkers who managed to escape the intellectual ’space‘ thus delimited,
without their reverting to premodern categories.
I believe I have now said enough to make it possible to give an account of how the
various essays relate to the central thesis of this book and to one another. The first
chapter spells out in greater detail the differences between modern and postmodern
philosophy just discussed. It concentrates especially on what I call the metaphysical
shift exemplified in the rejection of modern individualism; more generally it is the
calling into question of reductionism in a variety of contexts. The rest of the essays are
grouped into three sections: first, philosophy of science; second, issues relating to
theology and philosophy of religion; and third, the relation among science, ethics, and
religion.
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Part I
If it is the case, as I claim, that we are living through a revolutionary period in
philosophy, then we must expect the same sorts of confusion that Kuhn reports among
scientists trying to communicate across paradigms. On my reading, the most
prominent debate in current philosophy of science concerns scientific (critical)
realism. This is exactly the sort of issue we should expect to draw fire since scientific
realism is an attempt to salvage the referential /representative theory of language and
its dose kin, the correspondence theory of truth, despite the antifoundationalist
arguments of N. R. Hanson, Stephen Toulmin, Thomas Kuhn, and others. So Chapter
2, “Scientific Realism and Postmodern Philosophy,” shows how the discussion of
realism is confounded by the failure to distinguish arguments between modern realists
and antirealists, on the one hand, from arguments between moderns and postmoderns
on the other. The latter are suspicious precisely of the modern epistemological and
linguistic assumptions that animate the debate.
Modern epistemology was prone to its own peculiar form of skepticism—if there is
no solid foundation, or if logical connections upward from the foundation fail, there is
no knowledge. Postmodern holists have a different range of options: degrees of
relativism that depend on the extent to which one recognizes competing
epistemological systems and on whether any means can be found to arbitrate, in a
nonarbitrary fashion, between competing, equally coherent wholes. Paul Feyerabend
and his favorite dialogue partner, Imre Lakatos, well represent the extreme positions
on this spectrum. In Chapter 3, “Postmodern Antirelativism,” I consider the strategies
that Lakatos, Alasdair MacIntyre, and Feyerabend’s student Theo Meyering have
developed for making rational comparisons of competing research programs
(traditions), each of which (in holist fashion) contains its own theory of rationality. For
those who object to unchecked proliferation of theories, these three philosophers offer
the best available antidote.
No one in a postmodern intellectual climate will occupy an extreme antirelativist or
absolutist position. Thus, it is worthwhile to consider, with Feyerabend, the possible
intellectual benefits of proliferation of theories in science. He argued that if data are
theory-laden (an antifoundationalist thesis), then the proliferation of theories will
result in increased factual knowledge. Chapter 4, “Postmodern Proliferation and
Progress in Science,” tests this thesis in the field of psychiatry and clinical psychology.
The last section of this chapter sketches a nonreductionist model of mental illness, thus
illustrating the metaphysical aspect of postmodernity—its metaphysical holism.
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Part II
Chapter 5, “Beyond Modern Liberalism and Fundamentalism,” shows how the criteria
for modern and postmodern thought developed herein can be used to understand the
development of theological programs. The foundationalism, representationalism, and
reductionism of modern thought produce recognizable patterns in modern theology
and, in fact, go a long way toward accounting for the acrimonious split between
liberals and conservatives that has plagued the American Protestant religious
landscape. I argue that the ‘resources’ of modernity actually produced insuperable
difficulties for theologians.
Chapter 6, “Philosophical Resources for Postmodern Conservative Theology,”
considers the views of self-designated “postliberal” theologians such as George
Lindbeck and Ronald Thiemann and then offers some suggestions regarding the way
ahead for theologians of a more conservative stripe. I claim that the Anglo-American
postmodern intellectual world offers exciting new possibilities for solving theological
problems created by modern philosophy.
One of the most intriguing issues for theologians in a postmodern age is the
question of how to interpret the Bible. There are a variety of contributions to literary
criticism that, if taken seriously, result in a proliferation of interpretations of texts. I
argue in Chapter 7, “Postmodern Philosophy of Language and Textual Relativism,”
that Austin’s philosophy of language offers useful guidance for evading the worst
forms of textual relativism.
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Part III
A book on philosophy of science and philosophy of religion may seem a peculiar mix
of topics. However, I claim that it only appears odd in our day because of specific
turns taken by modern thinkers. For example, designing a normative theory of
language to fit scientific discourse resulted in the relegation of religious language to
the dismissive category of mere self-expression. Then arguments were made to the
effect that the language of science and the language of religion, being of such different
types, were incommensurable. Thus, although it cannot be said (yet) that the
postmodern era will be one in which religion and science are reunited, it can certainly
be said that the sharp dichotomy between them is a modern phenomenon. I hope to
begin making a case for this reunion in Part III. My claim in Chapter 8, “Theology and
Postmodern Philosophy of Science,” is that the more sophisticated holist theories of
knowledge developed recently (especially by Lakatos) make it possible to argue for
striking parallels between theological and scientific reasoning.
The last two chapters together contribute to a hierarchical model for conceiving of
the relations among the sciences, both natural and social, and then locate both ethics
and theology in the hierarchy as necessary elements for any complete account of
reality. The inclusion of ethics among the sciences will appear as misguided to
moderns as does the inclusion of theology.
Chapter 9, “Theology and Ethics in the Hierarchy of the Sciences,” goes beyond
claims for the ‘value-ladenness’ of the social sciences to claims for the’theologyladenness’ of the social sciences’ basic presuppositions about the character of humans
in society. Chapter 10, “Supervenience and the Nonreducibility of Ethics to Biology,”
develops antireductionist themes introduced in Chapter 1 and uses them to address the
claims of the sociobiologists. A brief Postscript ties up some loose ends.
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1
Anglo-American Postmodernity
1. Introduction
The term ‘postmodern’ is being used more and more frequently in a variety of
intellectual circles. It is most often associated with deconstructionism, a literary theory
—cum—philosophy whose best-known proponent is French critic Jacques Derrida.
Deconstructionism’s line of descent is Continental: from Friedrich Nietzsche and also
from Swiss linguist Ferdinand de Saussure, whose work gave birth to structuralism.
But is postmodernity merely a Continental phenomenon, or does it make sense to
speak as well—or instead—of Anglo-American postmodernity?2 I argue that it does; it
is becoming fairly common on this side of the Atlantic as well to note the passing of
modernity. For instance, in Stephen Toulmin’s intriguing book Casmapalis, he glances
at changes in art, architecture, and politics but concentrates his gaze on epistemology.3
Modern thought, he says, was characterized by a drive for certitude and universality.
We are now at the point in history where we can see the emphasis on certitude and
universality as a particular, historically conditioned episode in Western thought. But
what comes next? Toulmin urges a return to the values of the Renaissance: interest in
the particular, the timely, and the local. He urges especially the replacement of the
seventeenth-century ideal of scientificlogical rationalism with the reasonableness of
the Renaissance, which was modest about its own powers and required tolerance of
social, cultural, and intellectual diversity. But is this the way ahead?
I claim that the groundwork has already been laid for a postmodern world-view very
different from both modern and Continental ‘postmodern’ thought. The first task of
this chapter is to provide a brief characterization of philosophical modernity. Against
this background we are able to recognize assorted philosophical moves of the past
forty or so years as genuinely postmodern. Here we find a way ahead that is in fact
modest, that recognizes genuine diversity in intellectual matters but without
succumbing to the relativistic conclusions of the Continental postmodernists.
I suggest that modern thought in general, especially modern philosophy, has been
characterized by three interrelated positions.
1. Foundationalism in epistemology
2. Referentialism in philosophy of language
3. Atomism and reductionism in metaphysics
This general characterization of modern thought was first worked out in an article I
wrote with James Wm. McClendon Jr. titled “Distinguishing Modern and Postmodern
Theologies.”4 We claimed that modern thought could be ‘mapped’ along three
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interdependent axes: the epistemological axis, representing degrees of optimism
regarding the foundationalist project; the linguistic axis, with poles representing
referential versus expressivist or emotivist views of language; and what we called the
metaphysical axis, where we located thinkers according to their individualist or
collectivist accounts of human action and identity. We then argued that thinkers who
had managed to transcend all three of these polarities or debates, but without simply
returning to premodern modes of thought, should be counted as postmodern.
In this chapter I intend to revisit all of these issues. My chief focus, however, is to
make good on the claim that the individualism of the modern period is indeed but an
instance of a general metaphysical stance and, in addition, to suggest that the
epistemology and philosophy of language that we designated as ‘modern’ are deeply
influenced by the same metaphysical assumptions. I argue that metaphysical atomism
and reductionism first became embodied in natural science, but very quickly spread,
via metaphorical or catachretical extension, to the rest of modern thought.5 Thus, I am
able to claim that (Anglo-American) postmodernity is at its root a rejection of
reductionism in all its forms, including rejection of reductionism in science, but also
the substitution of holism for foundationalism in epistemology and the substitution of
a focus on use in social context for a referential account of meaning that was in its
own way atomistic.

2. Modern Thought
2.1. Foundationalism
Foundationalism is a theory about knowledge. More specifically, it is a theory about
how claims to know can be justified. When we seek to justify a belief, we do so by
relating it to (basing it on, deriving it from) other beliefs. If these other beliefs are
called into question, then they, too, must be justified. Foundationalists insist that this
chain of justifications must stop somewhere; it must not be circular, nor must it
constitute an infinite regress. Thus, the regress must end in a ‘foundation’ of beliefs
that cannot themselves be called into questian.6
The plausibility of the foundationalist theory of knowledge comes from a metaphor:
knowledge as a building. Upper stories are built upon lower stories, but the whole
structure collapses if it has no solid foundation. This metaphor has so thoroughly
imbued our thinking that we can scarcely talk about knowledge without hints of it:
good arguments are well grounded and solidly constructed; suspicions are unfounded
or baseless; disciplines that explore presuppositions are called foundational.
Some historians (Richard Rorty, for example) trace foundationalism all the way
back to Plato, but more commonly it is identified with modern philosophy, beginning
with René Descartes. It was a fateful day when Descartes, forced by cold weather to
stay in a warm room in Germany, examined his “ideas,” while meditating on the
architecture visible through his window. “It is true,” he said,
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that we never tear down all the houses in a city just to rebuild them in a different way
and to make the streets more beautiful; but we do see that individual owners often
have theirs torn down and rebuilt, and even that they may be forced to do so when the
building is crumbling with age, or when the foundation is not firm and it is in danger
of collapsing. By this example I was convinced that ... as far as the opinions which I
had been receiving since my birth were concerned, I could not do better than to reject
them completely for once in my lifetime, and to resume them afterwards, or perhaps
accept better ones in their place, when I had determined how they fitted into a rational
scheme. And I firmly believed that by this means I would succeed in conducting my
life much better than if I built only upon the old foundations and gave credence to the
principles which I had acquired in my childhood without ever having examined them
to see whether they were true or not.7
Modern philosophy from then on has been captivated by the architectural picture.
This notion of tearing down the house (rejecting tradition) is what distinguishes
Descartes’s foundationalism from earlier quests for certain knowledge.
Why the anxiety? Why the perceived need to justify all received knowledge? We are
so much the children of the modern worldview that this question may not even arise.
Yet there is a historical explanation. Toulmin offers plausible speculations regarding
the cultural climate that gave foundationalism its appeal. Descartes lived through the
Thirty Years’ War (1618—1648). The bloodshed and chaos that followed upon
differences of belief lent urgency to the quest for universal agreement; the
epistemologist could render a service to humanity by finding a way to produce such
agreement. Science and religion stood for two paths to knowledge: pure reason versus
tradition. If human reason was a faculty shared universally, then a new structure built
on the deliverances of human reason must garner universal assent. So since
Descartes’s time, the ideal of human knowledge has focused on the general, the
universal, the timeless, the theoretical—in contrast to the local, the particular, the
timely, the practical.8
One can do a tidy job of summing up the main currents in epistemology since
Descartes by noting successive answers to two questions: What is the nature or source
of foundational beliefs—clear and distinct ideas, impressions, sense data? What kind
of reasoning is to be used for the construction—deductive, inductive, constructive,
hypothetico-deductive?
2.2. Referentialism
If we look at theories of language developed by philosophers in the modern period, the
predominant view of language can be described as atomistic and referential (or
representative). That is, complex utterances were to be understood by analyzing them
into their simplest parts, and the meaning of the parts was to be accounted for in terms
of reference.
For John Locke, words referred to or represented ideas—“words in their primary or
immediate signification, stand for nothing but the ideas in the mind of him that uses
them.”9 Ideas, in turn, stood for things; simple ideas were “perfectly taken from the
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existence of things” (3.4.17). Simple ideas were compounded to form complex ideas;
sentences represented the connections the mind makes between ideas. Locke’s
approach stands behind much modern philosophy of language.
Gottlob Frege has been one of the most significant influences on modern philosophy
of language. Frege was largely responsible for banishing “psychologism” from
theories of language—that is, for the rejection of views such as Locke’s that
understood language first in relation to mental contents. Michael H. McCarthy points
out that when the sense of a sentence is made dependent on individual feelings or
beliefs, it loses its ability to provide a basis for collaboration. “If shared inquiry is to
be possible, there must be a common ground of objective meaning independent of the
psychological reactions of the participants. The sense of language must be separated
from the private impressions caused by its use.”10 Here we find another instance of the
drive for universal agreement that lies behind foundationalism.
Frege’s famous distinction between Sinn (sense) and Bedeutung (reference) might
have distracted modern philosophers from their preoccupation with reference since
Frege claimed that sense was the primary meaning of ‘meaning.’ However, he
understood the sense of a word in terms of the contribution it makes to the truth of
sentences, and the truth of sentences, for Frege, depended only on its reference—so
reference returned through the back door.
The logical atomists—Bertrand Russell, Ludwig Wittgenstein in his early work, and
others—followed Frege in supposing that philosophy of language was to be done by
devising formal artificial languages rather than by analyzing natural languages. They
also followed Frege in recognizing the sentence or proposition as the smallest unit of
meaningful discourse. Thus, in place of a referential theory of the meaning of words,
we have a representative or ‘picture’ theory of the meaning of sentences or
propositions.
With this very clear expression of a referential-representative approach to language
came the recognition that whole realms of discourse, such as religion, ethics, and
aesthetics, could not be treated in the same manner as factual discourse. This prompted
the elaboration of a second theory of language—or, more precisely, the elaboration of
a theory of second-class language. For example, A. J. Ayer, in his influential
popularization of logical positivism, claimed that ethical judgments, having no factual
meaning, serve merely to express the attitudes or moral sentiments of the speakers.11
Hence, we may call this the expressivist theory of language. In general, it stated that
language that is not factually meaningful, if significant at all, merely expresses the
attitudes, intentions, or emotions of the speaker.
2.3. Reductionism
2.3.1. From Metaphysics to Natural Science When we think of the transition from
medieval to modern science, the Copernican revolution is most likely to come to mind.
However, the transition from Aristotelian hylomorphism to atomism has had equally
significant cultural repercussions. Yet probably because the transition happened more
gradually—finally completed in biology only in the nineteenth century—this change
has received less attention.
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Galileo can be given as much credit for this change as for the revolution in
astronomy. He was one of the first modern scientists to reject the Aristotelian theory
that all things are composed of matter and form in favor of an atomic or corpuscular
theory. His version of atomism hypothesized that all physical processes could be
accounted for in terms of the properties of the atoms, which he took to be size, shape,
and rate of motion.
The success of the subsequent system of physics developed by Isaac Newton
depended on the specification of inertial mass as the essential property of atoms and
on the development of the concept of a force. Atomism was extended to the domain of
chemistry by Antoine-Laurent Lavoisier and John Dalton, who made great headway in
explaining the phenomena of chemistry on the assumption that all material substances
possessed mass and were composed of corpuscles or atoms. This was a striking
triumph for the atomic theory of matter and for reductionism, that is, the strategy not
only of analyzing a thing into its parts, but also of explaining the properties or
behavior of the thing in terms of the properties and behavior of the parts.
The atomist-reductionist program continues to bear fruit in contemporary physics,
as particle accelerators have made it possible to continue the quest for true ‘atoms’ in
the philosophical sense: the most basic, indivisible constituents of matter. Silvan
Schweber states: “Unification and reduction are the two tenets that have dominated
fundamental theoretical physics during the present century.” He goes on: “With
Einstein the vision became all-encompassing. Einstein advocated unification coupled
with a radical form of theory reductionism. In 1918 he said, ’The supreme test of the
physicist is to arrive at those universal elementary laws from which the cosmos can be
built up by pure deduction.‘ ... The impressive success of the enterprise since the
beginning of the century has deeply affected the evolution of all the physical sciences
as well as that of molecular biology.”12
The increasingly successful reduction of chemistry to physics raised the expectation
that biological processes could be explained by reducing them to chemistry and thence
to physics. There have been a series of successes here, beginning in 1828, when the
synthesis of urea refuted the claim that biochemistry was essentially distinct from
inorganic chemistry, and continuing in current study of the physics of self-organizing
systems and their bearing on the origin of life. The philosophical question of whether
biology could be reduced to chemistry and physics, or whether the emergence of life
required additional metaphysical explanation in terms of a “vital force,” was hotly
debated, but vitalism had almost disappeared by the end of the nineteenth century.
In the twentieth century, a variety of research projects have attempted to carry
reductionism into the human sphere. There have been some impressive advances in
understanding human psychology by means of biological reduction. We now have
clear evidence for biochemical factors in many mental illnesses (see Chapter 3);
neuropsychologists have localized a surprising variety of cognitive faculties in the
brain;13 theories regarding genetic determination or influence on a wide assortment of
human traits are bound to proliferate with the progress of the Human Genome
Initiative. Thus, much of modern science can be understood as the development of a
variety of scientific research programs that in one way or another embody and spell
out the consequences of what was originally a metaphysical theory. It has been the era
in which Democritus has triumphed over Aristotle.
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